CHAMPION HEATING AND COOLING

RESIDENTIAL COOLING PRODUCTS
ALWAYS LEADING, NEVER COMPROMISING

Through pride in workmanship and dedication to quality, Champion® air conditioning systems are built to meet the challenge. While competitors may claim to be the best, Champion® products live up to their name. Always leading, never compromising, the complete Champion® line is equipped to take on the toughest conditions with maximum performance and energy-saving efficiency. No matter the season, the Champion® brand stands for unrivaled reliability and superior comfort.

SPLIT SYSTEM AIR CONDITIONERS

Advanced Champion® systems fit your needs with select models that reduce your utility bills. Dependable quality delivers the performance you need to keep you comfortable in the worst weather.

AL21
- ENERGY STAR® qualified up to 20 SEER cooling efficiency
- Variable capacity (30-100%)
- Charge Guard™
- Climate Mark™
- ShadowDrive™
- Tube-in-fin coil
- R-410A environmentally friendly refrigerant

TCHE
- 14 SEER cooling efficiency
- ShadowDrive™
- Improved alloy, MicroChannel coil
- R-410A environmentally friendly refrigerant

TCHD
- 13 SEER cooling efficiency
- ShadowDrive™
- Improved alloy, MicroChannel coil
- R-410A environmentally friendly refrigerant
Right here in America

Champion® air conditioning systems are designed, engineered and assembled in the United States, where we closely monitor and improve processes that directly affect quality. That’s why, when it comes to home comfort, Champion® is always leading, never compromising.

TC7
- ENERGY STAR® qualified 17 SEER cooling efficiency
- Improved alloy, MicroChannel coil
- 1.5–5 Tons
- R-410A environmentally friendly refrigerant
- Single- and three-phase (TCG)

TC4
- 14 SEER
- 1.5–5 Tons
- Improved alloy, MicroChannel coil

TW4
- 14 SEER
- 1.5–5 Tons
- Improved alloy, MicroChannel coil

TC3
- 13 SEER cooling efficiency
- Improved alloy, MicroChannel coil
- 1.5–5 Tons
- R-410A environmentally friendly refrigerant
- Single- and three-phase (TCD)

TF4
- 14 SEER
- 1.5–5 Tons
- Tube-in-fin coil

TF3
- 13 SEER
- 11 EER (1.5–2, 4, 5 Tons), 11.5 EER (2.5, 3 Tons) and 11.75 EER (3.5 Tons)
- 1.5–5 Tons
- Tube-in-fin coil

See back cover for warranty information.
Split System Air Conditioners

* Lifetime compressor limited warranty applies only to AL21 models.
** 10-year compressor and 10-year parts limited warranties require online registration within 90 days of installation. Otherwise, warranties revert to the standard 10-year compressor and 5-year parts limited warranties.
*** 1-year compressor limited warranty requires registration within 90 days of installation. Only available for 2016-2017 models.